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1( . ■ . v .THE POSITION-OP-WOMEtf IN KENYA. . ■ .

Julius Carlebaoh

The purpose of this paper is to examine the position of women in Kenya,

from a specific point of view, which I would like to call ' Dependency

patterns1. The adoption of this point of view makes it possible to reduce

the social, economic, and psychological elements in society to simple

dependencies' or inter-relationships, and it is hoped that through this

approach itmigh't "be possible to"pin-point-the most likely avenues through

which significant changes in tho position of women can be expected.

Most of the elements which determine the social and economio position

of women in many African cities are already well known. The psychological

factors however remain^obscure and the dynamics of African family life and

sexual behaviour have :yet 'to be investigated. ■

It seems to be generally agreed that there are 5 elements-which determine

the position of Kenya African Women particularly in urban areas:

1. The status of women in. their tribal communities.

2. The general lack of education of tae female population.

3. The importance of women in African agriculture.

4. The tendency of women to remain with their :children-in tribal

areas when the husbands move into urban'ai'e'as.

5. The role of women in upholding the traditions of the people.

Status of Tfo-:;e:q i

In many African tribes the status of the woman is determined not ^j any

intrinsic value she might have? but rather by the products of her efforts.

To the father for example, the value of the girl lies in the bride price that

she representsj and to the husband her value lies in her ability to produce

children and to work the land to feed the family, There are no indications
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amongst the broad masses...o.f .the people living in urban areas that any

significant change has taken place as a result of urbanization, even in areas

■, where-there- has been a fair amount of inter-tribal marriage.

If, for example we consider the circumcision of women, a practice which

is intimately-tied to tribal ■custom and tradition-^ we would find that the

urban woman, remains involved: in this practice even though- its function and

■ purpose appears to be negated by urban life. ■■-... .......

■■.... p/
In a re'cent study of juvenile prostitutes-7 in Nairobi it was found that

49*5 per cent of women and girls interviewed' were circumcised. Since the

number of those interviewed also include women'from tribes such as, for

instance, the Jaluo, who do not practice circumcision, the true incidence is

1 even1 highere ■■<■.-■.. ■ .

A'check on the first 600 women attending for ante-natal treatment at a

Nairobi-Maternity'Hospital revealed the following:

Tribe.

Kikuyu

Wakamba

Embu

Taita '

Nandi . i • ,.

Others (.including tribes who do
not circumcise) 13 ' : 125

Of the- 600'women therefore, 449 were circumcised against 151 -who were-

Another indication of the unchanged position of women iie's. in the complex

marriage--arrangements-, .which under tribal.la.w and custom offered some protec

tion to the woman, but .tend to., leave her completely defenseless in a city

without- tribal:-or clan support.. Amongst the Eikuvu for instance It.-is

Circumcised

3.69-

5.9.

5

2

1

Uncircumcised

■ . 21- ■

4

1

1 ' ■ o '

. o .

._i/■ Kenyatta,-. Jomo - Facing .Mount - Kenya - -London ,-1961, p. 133,

2/ Carlebach, Julius - Juvenile Prostitutes in Nairobi - Kamapala 1962, p.19,

2/ Personal communication from the Medical Officer of Health, Nairobi,
October, 1962-
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possible for a man to turn out M-rtfe and children if -NGUKARIO has not

Been completed (the slaughter of sheep and goats and brewing of be,er to

signify' the completion of the-marriage contract between the father and

husband of tie girl). This particular tribal custom' is at least, partly

responsible for the heavy incidence of desertion of women and their.children

in Nairobi . . . ,

Lack of Education

At a rough estimate there are approximately 1,000,000 girls of school

age in.Kenya^ Of these, only just over a quarter of a million attend school,

as follows:

■Primary School . . 226,835

Intermediate School 34,063

Secondary School 1,068 (plus some 80 girls receiving High
J School education overseas)3/

'The sise-of this problem can be demonstrated even better in "Nairobi,

where, according to the Economics and Statistics division of the Treasury

there are 2.3,7 2T girls aged 0 - 16 years (April 1963). It isnot known

exactly how many of these girls belong toeach age group, but a recent

population study carried out by BO^ in the Bondeni area of'Nairobi may
serve as .a--guide. ' ftere it was found that of a total of 178 females, the

structure -was as follows s ' : "

0

7

17

- 6

-16

-50 •

So t" known

years

years

years-

45

66

48

■ 19

178

girj.s

girl&

women

women

females

1/ Jaokflon/B.E. - Family Problems in Urban Areas - "Kenya ve Want , 1962.
il Based on statistical Department estimate of Population, 1*60<. -
3/ Ministry of Education Annual. SummaryJrGovernment Printers,.Kenya, 1961.

4/ Personal communioation -- 19/4/1963. ./c. ,.
y Personal communication - Dr. J.A. Munoz? 16/5/1963. ....
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The approximate proportion'of.: school-age to non-schoal .age-.girls.-is

therefore' 60 per 'cent to J4'0-per"1cerit' in'the 0 - 1&years age -group sample.

There are indications that this'■ sample" may be■slightly.atypical'and we < may

therefore adjus:f this-by- as-suming a--1 50- : 50' -proportionr. giving; .u& for;;-the

whole of Nairobi: :- ■;-•/.■■■■ '■ ' ■■■■

Below school age 11,863 girls (nearest whole figure.)* . . /■ . .:;

, School age ( - 16) 11,863 girls ( " " » )

By" mid-1962 school1 attendance figures were^/: ' .. :- . - ..; • ■ *r ■

Standards X''- -IV '■ 2,326 • ■ :" ';"■'' ''

Standards V - VII 907 - . ' .-••■ £ ■".

'. : .,/." ' 1j Secondary School1 52. (outside Nairobi)

" ' " ■"■■* ": ' ' 3,285 ■ ■ :■:..

, ■■-. : .We .have -thus a ..figure of 8,578 .girls, between 7 .- .16 year.s who are not

-at.school, and, of, whqm- .very fe.w will .have, eithe.r employment, or training of

any kind., This becomes clear, when it is considered, that the Total number

of ;Afri;oan .females .employe.d-in Nairobi in June 1962 was 3,451., and ;training

places for- girls- in Nairobi,,..noI.1! residential and .non-residential, do not

excee.d 150., :.- ■ . . . ._.. . . ■..,-....

There are many reasons for the inadequate education of African:girls.

The most important perhaps relate again to the low status of women in

African societies.

For African families, where there.-are likely to be many children, the

standard rates of fees in Primary Schools alone, namely Sh*6o/- a year,

represents a heavy expenditure for families living at subsistence level.

,The^preference,therefore ,invariably goes to the .boys, because girls may be

useful.a't home ? and:..in any event, expenditure, on their education is often

considered to be ■' wasted; ■' since it does not appear .to affect .materially the

bride price the girl will 'fetch;".. The' implications1 of'. this situation are much

more serious in an'urban setting-than they are in rural- areas.-- .,-■

Personal communication - Nairobi City & County Edo0ffice, I3/3/1963.
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'The young girl who does not attend school has no form of occupation

available to her, apart from some domestic chores which can hardly be;-

■ :oall.e4:,an occupation and,which in any event, many, certainly of the

'urteni^ed girls, will.resent and,, if possible, avoid,. In this state of

. .:idleness, coupled with,frequent destitution, or at test, a very low_

, -family income, many of the .young girls resort to prostitution both as an

. .'occupation and as'.an income-'. ... ; . . .-. ■

Agricultural Role

:i,-~,. ,.'.Bo.th in the family economy and in the national economy in Kenya, an

. ... eyerwhelming number of .women.,are .engaged in agriculture. In the rural

f'c-rw*.ting.dt is generally.accepted to be the woman's task to^work the. small

-,- land -units in their., tribal areas, and thereby, to provide food for the

family,- ■■ In the; national economy over 80 per. cent of all women employed in

Kenya work in a£r,ipultuxe-2A This .again has an important bearing on those

women who change from rural to urban life, where the family lives in a

monetary economy. The mainstay of the woman's life ^b-^^:^W^A^

...the,re.is little for her to do other than care for the children and maintain

whatever home she may have. _ ^

,.'r Unlike the women ,in;West klxloa, women in Bairobi do not appear to

. ,occupy a recognized: place in. th%^marketing activities of the City. Thus

for example, of -some 1., 500 Hawkers', Licences that have been issued annually,

hy the City Council of.Nairobi, only about 20 per cent are issued to women .

'"" 'Thills not necessarily' in accordance with the wishes of the women, who,

": significantly,' account for a much larger percentage of prbsecutions'fdr

illegal hawking, than do men,'"but at the time of writing, when unemployment,

destitution and overcrowding are such formidable' problems-within the City,

it'is unlikely that African tfen will relinquish their dominance in marketing

activities in favour of the women.

1/ ■ Carlebach,- Julius ~ ■Juvenile'-Prostltutes in Nairobi,.

2/ Kenya Ministry of liabour - 19'62- ' '; - '.....'

3/ Personal communication, Licensing Office NCC - 1963.
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Remaining'In'the1'°Res'e!rves :-" "-i; ■ ■ . . ■ .,_..

It.; is a characteristic of the many new cities of Africa, particularly

in-the.eastern part of ,;fche Continent, that the ratio of men to women of

the African population.... isj'completely abnormal"—'. In Nairobi for example,

it. has. "been-yariously..estimated that there are between 3 and 5 nien for every

woman in the African areas. This situation' has been historically conditioned,

but is to some extent still fostered by some of the larger employers.'

Originally African men used to come into the cities from, the ■tri.baJL,. areas

qn a.,.temporary. bas.q.s simply in order to earn money, and with every intention

oforewarning to their,■ tribal reserves in due course. The family ,therefore,

remained behind, and,, the task of feeding, clothing and rearing"the children

fell ;;pn- the. /woman.*,. Her duties continued regardless of any monetary support

■ she ,might ,or.,;might. no^t receive from her husband, who could and often'did,

spend hlS:.mpney-.. 0^..either.another wife or on a. concubine.

Upholding Traditions ' " •■.■■■•) . .;. ■ .. ■,..-.■ ., . ._ . ,,, .,,.;.-..-.,

■■-■■*■■' It has'of^iien' "been said that- women-.tend to .be more.,-conservative . in.their

outlook and more reliable guardians of a peoples..', tradition than .men*. This

is certainly, ,bo.rner^out .amongst the peoples of Africa, where the greater

resistance, to.,change ..is. found amongst women, even in those situations where

change..^s..,designed, or intended to.further, their interests.

;';ArTexample.. has^-already.;;been .quoted in..relation to,..female; circumcision,

■ which■;is-:prac'tised':by:-women,; and: continued, .by them-although, it.. j.a, generally

considered-to'■'be a<-technique-- of. subjugation in ..its original conception.

Another1- oft quoted^ example-is- the. reluctance ..of. women to adopt modern^.

s^ientific::methods':'in.-agra.cy.l.tur'e,...which, would,, lighten, .their ..burden and

ihcrease-'the^produ.cfbivlty.;.pf, their land.—' . .,-.. . , ... ; ... ...

j_/ Southall A., in Social Change in Modern Africa - Oxford 1961, P«46.

2/ Roohe J.C. - Women'and Economic''Devel'opm'ent,'" in 'Efepor-t^, :.First Kenya

Women's Seminar - 19^2, po30. , . - . ..,: , . , -_ , .,, . .
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African "Hen" in Urban Areas

■ Reference has already "been made to the -abnormal man to woman ratio in

many African cities, and the reasons for it, but it has never-been explained

why there,has been so little objection from the African male, who appears

to have accepted the enforced separation from his wife and children with

.considerable equanimity. Most of the housing provided by employers and

municipalities was not intended to cater for families. The Nairobi City

Council for instance,.when engaging a new employee, will only assign him bed

space accommodation for the first three years of his employment. In earlier

days,, a man had to work for the Council for seven years before he was

allotted accommodation suitable for a family.

It would be reasonable, therefore, to suggest that the. acceptance. >of

this abnormal situation.by the African is due to the fact that urban

facilities satisfy his requirements to such an extent that his separation

from the family does not become a burden. In the sexual field the prostitute

,or.concubine caters for his needs, not only in providing a straightforward

outlet, but also in providing variety.

On the other hand, there is very little to hold a man in the African

Reserves. His traditional role and function within the tribal set.up does

not provide sufficient outlet (where it still exists) and also denies him the

opportunity to share those urban facilities which are available only to the

cash earner.

A recent check on 100 African men presenting themselves for treatment

at a VD Clinic in Nairobi, showed that 88 had been infected by a prostitute

(that, is to say a women whom they paid for her services). Fifty-nine of these

men were married;, although it is not known how many of them had their wives

in .Nairobi. . .

.- A survey of 100 women attending the VD Clinic for treatment in Nairobi

showed that more than half (56) were ordinary married women, who had been

infected by their husbands,.
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It is possible that a vigorous attempt at suppressing prostitution, ■

if successful, .would lead^to. intens.e dissatisfaction e::.o::i£3t thoBG Africans

who -live-.separated fro;m- their families; and -who, might thus, "be encouraged

to press ,for re~unifi:CS,,tion, .with their wives in the citieso . ^ .

In we^'jor:.; societies1, it1 is commonly accepted that apart from her

purely sexual function? the'wife plays ah'important role.as. a companion-and

mate, in "'the widest Wriae: of that 1irerm? of-the male,.. In .African socleities,

probably due to their •polygainbus background, this' does not seem, to' apply..

\t:f!:this is truey i;heri the gro'w'ing tendency/ which is being enforced -. .■ .

economicallyj towards-monogamy r: is'likely to produce .a need;rfor intense,

psychological adaptation and an'inevitable change in the status of women.

Economic Role of Women

■ '^Another inevitable conclusion'arising from the independence of the

African 'man"from his wife'arid family';,' :is that those women .who have joined

their"husbands in the city, have no" :real-'place there because they have-no

real function* Economically they play a very:small rcler ■ The ^distribution

of womenr;in-.employment in Kenya is as. follows: . . ; . ...

Industry

Private

Agriculture arid1 forestry :

Mining and Quarrying"

Manufacturing; and Repairs

"Building :ahd :Constriae -ti oh •'■■■

Commerce

Transport, and .Communication;s

Domestic,-...Service ^. . ■ , : - .,.

Other Industries

Percentage of Total Number of Women

1961

81.4

:■ 0 0 3

0,1

1,9

-:96o ;

83.1 ■

0-1 ■

2,6

ovv ■■■■

1.0

0n.1

2.8 ,

2,6:.,

82.9

. ■ ■::'0.1

■ 2.7

■■ -.- 0.1

?-.---1:.3

0.1

2,?

. 3.0
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Percentage of Total Number of Women (Conta

Employed ;

....... ■ , .1961 1960- . . 12

Pu"blio Services . ■ " ■

:n ■ " " ' + : ■ ■ ' 7-4 4.6 ■ : :; 4-.0
Government ' ^

Railways and Harbours 0?1

Other Public Services 2.9 : .2-9

The total number of women employed in, all industries and services was

7*,979 m 1961, 81,894 in 1960, an,d,74,7O9 in 1959- If *e deduct from these

..figures the number of women employed in .agriculture, we have a labour force

lempl-oyed in all industries and services, other than agriculture, of 14,662

in,.196.1, 13*81$. i* -1960, and 1,2,753 in. 1959, representing a rate of growth

:of approximately 1,0.00 per annum-! . .. . . .,;,■■ ,, _.

Such minute numbers spread over the entire country cannot eXeri;.an

influence either on the employers, through industrial representation, or on

trade through purchasing power, or on men in relation to the existing status

of women. This again explains to a, considerable extent why it is possible

that-so many -women in so many urban areas in Africa live on the border-:,-.,

of starvation, and in conditions of considerable neglect and overcrowding,

without any sizable pressure being brought to bear to alleviate their

condition, since as- wives they have .proved to ;lbe dispensable by their

husbands, and as a labour.force they.are.insignificant, partly because so

few of them are employed, and partly because most of them represent, in any

case, only unskilled labour* ! ■■

The Prostitutes

The women who appear to have the- greatest function and significance in

the towns are the prostitutes,' who probably -numerically represent a fairly

large labour force, and who have an economic significance in that they are

probably the only group of women of any size with real purchasing power.

■\] Kenya.Ministry of Labour, 1962
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Buthp; matter-to'what extent a prostitute is usedj she is, in the eyes of

most Africans, an outcast and a bad person, who cannot be. pe.ripitt.ed to

exert influence on the. society in which she lives, or on the men for whom

she. caters, more particularly because the wealthiest and most successful

prostitutes derive their income from non-African clients.

Just as there is little indication of any positive objection by

African men'to'the separation'from-their families,1 when ooming into urban

centres, so there is no indication that "the broad masses- of African women,

in Kenya, at any ra^tej'feel any inclination to protest or1 revolt against

their present position. According' to the Report of' the Women'' s Seminar,

African' women are acutely conscious of the dangers Wd; injustices1 involved

in this situation, but true as this may be, there are no sighs ■&£ xealv

opposition oar-revolt, escept, from those women to whom these hardships no

longer1 apply* ■■• ' -.-.■■:■■;■ -■ ■ .,- .- ■ ; . ..... ..

.Women ..and Crime _L , .,._

The criminal statistics in Kenya show a relatively low Incidence of

crime amongst women—'. "The number of females convicted over the past-four

years was as follows:' '" ' ' " ' '* ■ : ' r ■

' ■ .Total .Number- of Convictions -. Females

<;<"';V ■ ■ " 1962 . 1961 1960 . 1959 • -. . .

Adult 11,761 13,995 14,678 13,322 , , ; . . t ..

Juvenile 193 402 325 2i5

This may be compared with the figures for males as follows: ■'---

Total Number of Convictions - Males

■ . ■ ., 1962' 1961 1960 ' 1959

Adult _ 181,687 153,470 146,714 109,277

Juvenile 3,874 5.213 5;151 3,755

\] Figures supplied by the Criminal Investigation Department of the
Kenya Police.
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Nearly ;all "these "convictions- reia^Tiot" to -crimes, but ■ mainly to

o ffenieV-agsitfir Wrse lo oal ordinance^ Arr Kenya j ■' -the --Liquor' Ordinance,

the Traders'. Licensing Ordinance r and the Vagrancy Ordinance.. These/three

ordinances, covering as they do;; the illegal brewing of beer, illegal-hawking,

and wandering from the reserves into the cities, account for the following

number of convictionss . - - ....... .,..-.

Convictions for Offences against Local and Special Laws

Females ....;■ ■ ■,-, . __■ - ■:.

1962 1961 126Q 1252

Adult ■--■ ' 10,730' "13,028. ■ 13,73& " 12,568

Juvenile ' ^ ^ f34' 338 : ■ " 276 ■' 182 '■ ■

-■' ■ Convictions for Offences aaains't Local and -Special Laws.

■■ i . - -I-. : -■.■ '■ •■■■■■ ■Males- ■ :' ■'""■ 'i; ' ' '■'■'"- ': "'■ ':

■ . ■■ ■ ' :■ ■■-. :. "■■' ■^■"•f962^ 7 1961 ■ ."--19'6Q- : -• ■■1959'' ■"■■■' - ■'■ ; " " "

'133,624 :1-24",1-'53 " ■ 9^31 .-■'■-•■..■■;.■-■■... ■•

Juvenile > ^ i ,962 ' v.■■" 3.^23 :" ^-^692 -1,882: - - v—

...The true incidence of ...Qrime: ,over. the pas/t. four .years, for the whole, of

Kenya, is therefore very small* .,,. •- : - ... .... : . : . ; • "-■; >

JOffences " Females

Adult

Juvenile

■ ■■ .-■..--

Adult

Juvenile

1962

59

ConvicTi'ons'

1962

23,101

' 1,912

r

.19

1

64

96i"

,846"^

,99b

'" i960 ■

940

47

L Offences

' 1960'

22,561

""' 2,459

'1959

754X

33'

s - Males'

■" 1959

18,146

1,873

The situation in Nairobi, representingKenya's largest urban'concentration

is not. markedly.,different .except, in'the "case, .of hoy ..deldnquente.,. _.

x Some of the "increase'in'convictions'for criminal offences is accounted for

"by the recent rise in Land Freedom Army activities.
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Nairobi Area Statistics - Females 1962 (Males in parenthesis)

. . Total Convictions Local & Special Laws Criminal Offences

Adult: ■ 4,134 ■(53,17-4): . 4,014 (50,306), - . 1,20 (2,868). .

Juvenile. . ■ : , 45 , (?Q5) ■. ... 41 . (305) 4 . (40Q) ... ...

These figures do not suggest that the female population is festive

or recognisably disturbed, or in revolt, ' '" '

Women and Politics

Other activities;which might suggest restiveness amongst African

women might "be.expected in the political and trade.union fields, ._ .

In the political field, there are reports- of women in urban areas

-taking a full and active part in election campaigns and other .political

activities, notablyyand significantly through traditional African methods of

communication. Karimi for instance has referred to the preponderance of

women in the African,areas of Nairobi who, during-the 1961 elections

disseminated political ideas and canvassed for the candidates of their

choice through the traditional African sing-song, although'women aeemed to

identify with the political aspirations of their men folk-^V "Issues - related

particularly to the problems of women or their representation in the

Legislature, were raised""only marginally by the higher levels of the female

population. The Women's Seminar stated that'"Women'"do" not participate in
2/

party politics"—'.

In Kenya no African woman has ever been elected to the Legislature,

and in Tanganyika the'leading political figure" amongst the women has

described the hostility' and resistance from African "men" that women had to

overcome in African elections, quite apart from any political issues that

were being fought^ ',...■

J/ Karimi, S.K. - The Nairobi African Community as seen through the

General Elections -Paper presented at Makere College (BA-ISR)- June 1961 -

2/ Report, First Kenya Women's Seminar, p.14.

jj/ Monamed, Bibi Titi, Women in Politics - in op, cit. p. 38. ""'" ~
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Women .in the. Trade Unions

In the Trade Union movement, which is governed largely by non- ■-

African--socialist principles, .women are given fully equal status with

male-members. Trade Unio.nofficials have however been unable to provide

reliable-figures of:the. female .membership of Unions. Women members ; ^

.apparently 'object, to being, classified.-by sex, since .this, in. their , view.,

represents:.^ form of discrimination* :. Woman membership of .the various

■unions has been estimated at between 3 and 10 per cent of the looa.1,, .

membership,., but .there, are no indications to date that specific problems

'relating to the position of women in urban areas have been made an issue

by woman members« ■ . ■ . . ■ . . ,

The Kenya Federation of Labour estimates its'total membership at ■'

300,000 of" whom 10 per cent'are said to'be'women. We have'already 'seen

that- apart from Agriculture, o-tlier industries could contribute only very

small'numbers from a labour force of abound 15,000, so that the bulk of.
< • • — ■ - - - ■ -.J.-1- AI
women trade-unionists -should1 be: found in the agricultural .unions-'.,.

The Women* 3 Seminar recorded that ''Women in industry lack interest

in' the labour union "movemontJ?....'.. (and) contribute little to' the growth

,and full .dovelopment of trade unions-C

The most positiw force exerted on behalf of the women of "Kenya has

'come from wha* iKght be -described-as the 'top level': of the .African women,

representing "those who^ eith'er" ttirdugh their education or .through-their,

marriage to political leaders, or both,- have acquired positions .of eminence

and influence, .and,.whc are being-more and more. closely drawn together by the

'-reco-gnition of ..the. pressing/needs, of, the country ■ and its,peoples. An.

interesting illustration of this movement,is the.first Kenya Women's Seminar,

j/ Personal.; Commnnic^ion^. from, the^ew.ty. General Secretary,,_KFC.

October;, 9^2

2/ Report? I^irsb K?ny;x Women's Seminar? p*14
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which was held in May, 1962, and which went a long .way towards., analysing,

and to some extent tackling, the basic problems related to the position of

women.

The idea of the seminar came from a group of individual African women

from a number of Societies such as ihe Maendeleo ya Wanawake, the Kenya

Women's Society and the YWCA* A woman who had been sent out here by the

Women's Africa Committee in New York, helped to organise the Seminar, while

more women, mostly from the Nairobi area, were invited to form a Steering

Committee,

The aim; of the seminar is to promote leadership among.African women.

There are a number of multi-racial women's organizations in Kenya,';

but the Kenya' Women'b- Seminar differs from them in that it was entirely

sponsored by African.women, -though it does accept other races.

Since the First'Seminar in May 1962, provincial representatives

(elected by delegates" to the first Seminar) have held conferences in

Central Province (Wyeri), Rift Valley (Nakuru), Southern Province (Machakos),

Masailand (-Ngong)., Fyanza Province (Kisumu), Embu, Meru, and Coast Province

(Mombasa) •■■■ At", all. these conferences the emphasis has been on leadership by

women, especially in Public Life and Social Welfare as it affects both rural

and urban women. Speakers have included members of the Central Committee.

The Seminar can now claim to be getting support from women of all races

in Kenya,'

Provincial Conferences were not attended by African women only, but by

women and men of all races. Invitations have been extended to' influential

personalities all over the country.

The most recent Seminar was held in April, 1963? where'the possibility

of an East African Seminar was discussed, though this may involve direct

assistance from the United Nations—^

\J Personal communication from Mrs. Pamela Mboya, May 1963-
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There are certain difficulties associated with this top level

movement which may significantly affect the changing status of African

women.

■ In Europe the emancipation of women.was preceded by a bitter struggle

and,constituted a real victory for the women-^ As a result, the political
franchise for women in African countries was more or less automatic and

has ^ome long before women themselves have had an opportunity to take a

stand on this issue, One is accustomed to observing after effects of the

struggle that took plane in Europe in the deliberations of European

feminists, where at least historically, such after effects can be explained.

Their manifestation amongst African women can only be due to the influence

of European women. Inasmuch as most of these women, through their education

and social and political contacts have been subjected to a considerable amount

of influence from women of western civilizations and their views, the trend

of thought amongst African women leaders may sometimes be quite irrelevant

to the actual needs,of African women. On the other hand, the progressive

extension of the seminar principle to women of rural areas with rather less

education will probably create the necessary balance to prevent an excess of

western political idealisms

Another difficulty that may hamper the success of the 'top level' group

relates to. their acceptance of western standards of living and western

civilisation which are still largely unrelated to the usages of the people,

and,which are satisfied mainly by the provision made for European women

living in African cities. Thus whilst it is easy enough for any able

African woman to move into areas of European housing, clothing and feeding,

she does, at the same time, tend to remove herself physically, socially and

psychologically from those African women who live in the squalor and

destitution of many African areas, and her influence might accordingly be

expected to decrease as she increases her distance from her own fellows.

\J Cf. Fulford, Roger - Votes for Women, London, 1954
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.._,. Lastly, it is of some importance' that the Seminar, -which, in its report,

deals ably and "broadly with the problems'of African-women, makes' only passing"

reference to the "basic and fundamental issue of the relationship bet.we-en men

and women in African society* ■ There- is no rea! or direct challenge to the

national "leaders1' to exert their influence towards raising, the .status of

African !W6m'eh" or towards the creaiiion>.of such legislation -which would go

whole-heartediy'against' tie" abuses from which so .many African women suffer,

mainly at the hands -of" their, own men* v.. ■ . ■■ - .-....- ,■ -,.■ ,..,-..

:Need for a,-'Middle-Iievel1 .Group . . .

"' The mos't notable -feature in. maintaining;-the unsatisfactory situation

of African women' is the' almosf complete absence of wha.1;.. we. m£ght _ bes;c

describe';a¥ a 'middle level1 • group, of -women,- .whose- position . in. society would

enable' them to exert that influence:which would bring abp.ut a.; change .in the

Status of all wom'enc---- ■ •" ■ -■ ■*: ■.■.■-. •- ■■ ■ -- ■• - ...,.,. 1. >. . . -.. . r_

The three basic occupations relating to this middle group-,are the-nursing

profession, (for the purpose of this paper''we will include'.social and allied

workers in this field), 'the' toacnihg profession,-jand "the :.co"mmexcial,executive,

that is stenographers j typists, clerks ? etc.- " "': ; ■ ■■' ..fj- / . .■:■,

Nursing and A3.1i_e_d__Servl_cg^ ,.

Closely related to the pattern of growth of 'Africa**-

greater o,daptability of the male to changed conditions1^ and to learning new

teohniqueD, is the preponderance of men over women' in ■ the-'nursing- and; allied

fields." At the Medical Training" Centre in Nairobi for-example ?.-.. the- number
-■■-..•".■■ :. ■ ■,-..- - . . \I

of Africans trained as medical auxiliaries was as follows-

•\J Personal Communication from SMO Training, Medical Training-Centre

Nairobi - October" 19'62o ' "' ' »"■ ■ •••■■'' -■■'■■
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Tear KRN Hospital Assistants Graded Dressers

M, F, Total F. Total F. Total

1952'

1953

1954

1955

1956

1957..

195,8

1959

1960

1961

-

—

-

-

-

5

_

2

2

.3

4

2

3

7

. ■ -.

■ -

-

2

2

3

4

2

8

7

■ . 3 .,

25 ■

4

12

24

.9.

.. 37

24

28

20

2

. 1 .

-

-

5

2

4

2

1

„

5

26

4

12

29

11

41

26

29

20

4

28

38

32

38

47

51

25

73

-

4

7

10

9

8

27

8

22

■

4

32

45

■-. 42

47

55

78

: 33

95

Totals 5 23 28 ■ 186 17 203 336 95 434'

The Nurses and Midwives Council of. Kenya has released the following

registrations for the period 1952-1962-'.

Kenya Registered Burses 44

Grade I Assistant Nurses 390

Grade -II Assistant Nurses , 972 .

Assistant Midwives . .. 482

"but it has not "been possible to ascertain the numerical proportion of men

to women, except of- course in the case of midwives, to say what proportion

of these medical auxiliaries are in fact working in their fields.

No figures whatever are available in relation to Social Workers; Many

voluntary, municipal and rural authorities do employ women as case workers

and welfare workers, but.it is generally agreed that the demand for such

workers does not come anywhere near the available supply.

\J- Personal Communication from Registrar, Nurses and Midwives Council,

Nairobi, October, 1962. . .
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In the Prison Service women have recently made rapid strides. There are

i/ '
170 women employed in the uniformed ranks of the prison service-; The daily

9/
average.,population, in women's prisons in 1:961 .was 445-22='. In the police

progress is .rather slower*.--,. There were only 8 women constables' in i960, hut

this number hcxl been increased to 22 constables in 19'61~^ As yet there is

no information on any influence such officers might have, particularly on

women and children in the towns.

Teachers ' ' '

.The position of women teachers is, if anything, even more serious.

There are in Kenya:at the moment, 35OO6 qualified teachers and 708 unqualified

teachers, giving a. total of .3?714 teachers. We have already noted that there

are 261,996 girls in schools, which, means some 70 girls to every woman teacher

in the countryQ If.we take, into account those girls who are not attending

school~af all, Kenya would require at least a further-■ 7,600 woman-teachers to

provide one woman teacher for every 30 girls. ...: -=■ ■ ■. \

The number of woman teachers actually in training at the present moment

is 1,160=^

Women in Commerce . .... ■ -. , .... .. ■

There are no statistics available of the number "of African women engaged

in commerce specifically as stenographers, or the higher grades of clerks.

In I960 only 3 per cent of the Africans employed in the main towns' were

women als'-compared ;for instance "with 9 per cent of Asian-.women and, 30 per cent

European wbmen-^V ■ ■■ ■ ■ ■- ■■■'■ ■■.-•- ^ ■ . - - ■

,i/. Personal.Communication - Permanent Secretary, Ministry of .Social Affairs,

October, 1962«

2/ Prison Commissioner - Annual Report. 1961.

3/ Commissioner of Police - Annual Repo'rt, 1961.

4/ Ministry of Education - Annual Report? 196t«

^/. Roche, J.Ca - Women and Economic Development,- in Report, Fi-rst-Kenya

Women's Seminar? p»3"f"» • '"'- ' ' ' ' ■ ■. :
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The -Influence of the 'Middle Level1 Group

■It is. this.';small group of professions which must be extended, and

which is most likely to "benefit the population immediately by expansion.

Economically' the. full utilization of African women in these middle groups

will .crea^'an economic force which, with real purchasing power, will be

able to; influence commercial development and expansion without at the same

time, seriously infringing on the labour markets of the male and thereby

creating hostility and bitterness.

The markets for women in western countries for instance are of

considerable importance both to industry and to commerce ...in such fields'

as .textile* and; cosmetics, which have, helped to establish whole industries

.through, the demands .made -by women... Women1 e journals, are another example

of financially and ,socially important media which not only create employment,

but siso assist :in the dissemination of ideas and to some extent of education.

In the social field, the full representation of women in these middle

groups will allow them to. create- fields of influence which would automatically

raise the status of women as a whale. This applies particularly to nurses

and-teachers, whose ministrationsrare.bound to be influential since they deal

with those sectors of the community which are most amenable to influence.

That is the.sick and the young.

Psychologically inasmuch as these middle groups will, to an ever

increasing extent satisfy many needs within the community, the community will

become dependent on their services in such a way that they-will, in turn be

in a position to make more demands on the community, which the community will

■be prepared.-.to,meet in order to secure their services.

Role.of.the Single Woman

It is in this.'middle; group,1., too, that, the greatest change of all is

most likely to occur with the greatest benefit. That is the appearance of

the single woman, who.is able to function efficiently and significantly,

outside the two-'traditional'.spheres, of/women, i.e. motherhood and agriculture.

Only when such a system is established and accepted, is the African male

likely to accept the African woman on a broader basis than he does at present.
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....,.• ,1.>>

Southall-' has drawn attention to--the-"tendency o:f;'Africans- "in Ea-st-- AfM-ca

/I;tp-.-jpegard::-ali urban women as .sexually loose} especially, .any who

earrwelL:,dressed!'.. , .This may be,, to some extent, a defense

mechanism of £he ma^e who ..is.,unwilling to. accept, the social and economic
' "" - - - " '■■ . - "" ' h ' ■ <■ ' ' ' ' ""i \ - V i ',

equality, (or::.super-iprity) of .the,, femal.e., Hurses and teachers in, .urban.,

settings, who. are .also,,,single, and the. .cause .ofh.whose, success..is, therefore

patently..obvious a^id emotionally,.,acceptable, are, most likely, to. influence

the African towards a change of attitude o ......,,.. . ■ .

A Possible' iDanger' "■ ■ '} ■■r'-'-1:.' "' ■*:■•*./■ : . ■■ ■,> ■ ,.- ■■ ■.

,( ,^ There, is however, a danger associated with the improvement in the'

position of women in the social and economic' fields,'"which might tend to

create new and rather bigger problems in African 'cities of :i the future, '

■.■■:;.s.ibv At rthe moment, ■Qnly-lj.a.y.e.ry- small, percentage of ..Afrd pan ..women in , any

. .employment are_ single. The majority are not only married, but also have

: children.. The. more qualified and able'the woman,' the greater'are' her

. o^portunitie.sfor employment, which involves leaving the children "to '''ayahs'

and nursery schools. On the other hand, the more the African peoples'move

towar.ds monogamy in the cities, the more they wilV be tie'd to ea'cV o'iii'er in

their daily lives and activities, with the inevitable result that" the 'r

dependency, particularly of the children"on their mothers,'will groW and

increase'until it resembles'more closely the ^patterns , of.i-fam'ily ..life we are

famiriar :with In western 6ountries. - ' ■■.- .' ':.-■■*■ :.- ■■.-■ .■.■■<■?-,■?.:,.■. ,-.. .:

. . ..As this dependency of child on mother increases, soothe

psychological injury'to the child that'is too often separated" frb'm it'i'mother,

will also increase, creating what might even 'become a'generation of:disturbed

or semi-disturbed youngsters, who are at the same.time,. ^he products.of the

wealthiest and most influential section of the community.

^.: .Southall, ;AO-,-.,in .Sp-cial'Change, in i'lodern Africa, p..v5,!». ..... ..
... A paper prepared for a Conference of the' United" Hatibris Economic'
!'"'Commissi6n'-for;iAfricay. to'be held;1 in' "
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This problem is so far a theoretical one, "but it underlines the

possibility that the rapid change of status of African women in African

cities, which is inevitable, will bring with it a new set of problems

and difficulties which, one hopes, the people themselves will bear in

mind sufficiently to deal with them before they become too deeply ingrained

or really injurious to the community.




